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Abstract
We consider simple extensions of noncommutativity from flat to curved spacetime. One possibil-
ity is to have a generalization of the Moyal product with a covariantly constant noncommutative
tensor θµν. In this case the spacetime symmetry is restricted to volume preserving diffeomorphisms
which also preserve θµν. Another possibility is an extension of the Kontsevich product to curved
spacetime. In both cases the noncommutative product is nonassociative. We find the order θ2
noncommutative correction to the Newtonian potential in the case of a covariantly constant θµν .
It is still of the form 1/r plus an angle dependent piece. The coupling to matter gives rise to a
propagator which is θ dependent.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Noncommuting coordinates were proposed a long time ago as a generalization of the phase
space of quantum mechanics [1]. The idea was resurrected in the string theory context when
a decoupling limit was found that yields a noncommutative gauge theory induced by the
Moyal product [2]. From then on its properties were studied in detail and a large amount
of information on noncommutative field theories were gained [3].
The main characteristic of noncommutative field theories is that it incorporates non-local
effects in a controllable way. This is reminiscent of its stringy origin where the gravitational
sector was decoupled but still left some traces through the noncommutativity. In the quan-
tum theory particles present a kind of dipole structure [4] while in quantum field theory
there appears a mixing of ultraviolet and infrared divergences [5]. Another interesting effect
is that matter fields can feel noncommutativity as a background gravitational field [6].
So there is a good understanding of noncommutative effects in matter and gauge fields in
flat spacetime. The next step is to incorporate gravity and thus consider curved spacetimes.
The main trouble we have to face now is how to deal with the noncommutative parameter
which is usually taken to be constant in flat spacetime. This gave rise to a large amount
of work to study deformations of general relativity [7, 8, 9, 10]. Usually noncommutative
deformations of gravity lead to a complex metric and tangent space groups larger than the
Lorentz group [9]. Another approach is to replace the diffeomorphism invariance of general
relativity by a twisted version of it [10]. Both of these approaches lead to gravitational
theories which are not simple extensions of general relativity. An attempt in this direction
considers that the enveloping algebra of the Lorentz group is gauged and volume preserving
diffeomorphisms are used instead of general coordinate transformations. Gravitational the-
ories based on volume preserving diffeomorphisms are usually known as unimodular gravity
theories [11] and a noncommutative deformation of it is proposed in [12].
More recently an attempt to derive noncommutative gravity from string theory was pre-
sented [13]. The dynamics of closed strings in the presence of a constant B-field induces a
gravitational action in the next-to-leading order in the Seiberg-Witten limit [2] and some of
the three gravitons interaction vertices are derived. It happens that these vertices can not
be obtained from an action written only with Moyal products and the authors claim that
this is due to the fact that the Moyal product changes under a space-time diffeomorphism.
In this paper we present an alternative approach. Instead of implementing diffeomor-
phisms in the noncommutative setting we extend the properties of noncommutativity in flat
spacetime to curved spacetime in a way that is as simple as possible. In flat spacetime
we usually assume that the noncommutative parameter θµν is constant and its infinitesimal
functional variation vanishes. As we shall see, we need only to assume that the functional
variation of θµν is zero since its constancy will be a consequence of preserving translation
invariance. We then assume the same condition in curved spacetime. Now we obtain that
θµν is a covariantly constant tensor [14] and that the symmetries of spacetime reduce to vol-
ume preserving diffeomorphisms which also preserve θµν . An alternative extension to curved
spacetime is to consider the flat spacetime Kontsevich product where θµν is no longer con-
stant but satisfies the Jacobi identities. This condition can easily be extended to curved
spacetime.
In our setting noncommutativity can couple to the spacetime geometric tensors. It also
manifests itself through the coupling to matter by extensions of the Moyal and Kontsevich
products to curved spacetime. While in flat spacetime both products are associative, no
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simple extension of them to curved spacetime is found which also preserves associativity.
We study the consequences of such a proposal finding noncommutative corrections to the
Newtonian potential in the case where θµν is covariantly constant. The correction still has
the Newtonian form 1/r but with an effective Newton constant. In addition, there is a piece
which has an angular dependence.
Section II discusses how we can extend the properties of the noncommutativity parameter
θµν from flat spacetime to curved spacetime. We consider the case of constant θµν used in
the Moyal product and the case of a non constant θµν used in the Kontsevich product. In
Section III we discuss the coupling to matter and how the nonassociativity emerges. Section
IV is devoted to the study of the coupling of noncommutativity to gravity in the case where
θµν is covariantly constant. In the next Section we discuss the linearized limit to find the
noncommutative correction to the Newtonian potential. Finally, the last Section is devoted
to some comments and conclusions.
II. NONCOMMUTATIVITY IN FLAT AND CURVED SPACETIME
In flat spacetime noncommutativity is described by a constant antisymmetric matrix
θµν which has the same value in all inertial frames and leads to a breakdown of Lorentz
invariance. Let us consider this in more detail in order to be able to find which properties
from flat spacetime can be generalized to a curved one. Let us promote θµν to a tensor under
Lorentz transformations and perform a general coordinate transformation with infinitesimal
parameter ξµ
δθµν = ξλ∂λθ
µν − ∂λξµθλν + ∂λξνθλµ. (2.1)
Recall that δθµν stands for a functional variation of θµν at the same point and we are going
to require its vanishing. For a rigid translation ξµ is constant and we get ∂λθ
µν = 0 so that
all components of θµν are constant. For a Lorentz transformation ξµ = Λµνx
ν we get
Λµλθ
λν − Λνλθλµ = 0. (2.2)
For instance, if the only nonvanishing component of θµν is θ12 then Lorentz boosts in 3-
direction and rotations in the 1 − 2 plane are still preserved as well as translations in any
direction.
There is one more transformation which solves δθµν = 0 and that is
ξµ = θµν∂νξ, (2.3)
where ξ is a scalar function. Notice that ∂µξ
µ = 0. If we work with curvilinear coordi-
nates the volume element d4x is a scalar density of weight 1 so that it is invariant under
an infinitesimal transformation satisfying ∂µξ
µ = 0. Then this is a volume preserving trans-
formation. However, transformation (2.3) is a specific volume preserving transformation.
Since the commutator of two infinitesimal transformations with parameters ξµ1 and ξ
µ
2 gives
a transformation with parameter ξµ3 = ξ
λ
1∂λξ
µ
2 − ξλ2∂λξµ1 , for the particular case (2.3) we get
ξµ3 = θ
µν∂νξ3, ξ3 = −θµν∂µξ1∂νξ2, (2.4)
so that they form a subgroup of the volume preserving transformations. Since θµν is pre-
served by these transformations we get a sympletic subgroup of the volume preserving dif-
feomorphisms [15]. These residual symmetries are not useful in flat spacetime, even though
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there are some attempts to use them [16]. However, they will be useful in curved spacetime
as it will be shown. Hence, the requirement that θµν be a tensor whose functional variation
under Poincare´ transformations vanishes, seems to be a good starting point for generaliza-
tion. Notice that δθµν = 0 leads not only to a condition on θµν but it also implies that
Lorentz transformations in some directions are broken.
Consider now a spacetime whose Riemannian geometry is associated to a metric tensor
gµν . Under an infinitesimal diffeomorphism an antisymmetric tensor θ
µν transforms as
δθµν = ξλDλθ
µν −Dλξµθλν +Dλξνθλµ. (2.5)
We now impose that δθµν = 0, as in flat spacetime, and we will solve this equation as
constraints on θµν and on the diffeomorphisms. A solution which generalizes the constancy
of θµν in flat spacetime is that it is covariantly constant
Dλθ
µν = 0, (2.6)
which implies that
Dλξ
µθλν −Dλξνθλµ = 0. (2.7)
The solution to this last equation is simply (2.3). Notice that Dµξ
µ = 0 so that there is a
residual symmetry similar to what happens in flat spacetime. We are left with the sympletic
subgroup of the volume preserving diffeomorphisms which also preserves a covariantly con-
stant θµν . We would like to point out that this symmetry also appears in another formulation
of noncommutative gravity which makes use of noncommuting coordinates [12].
Another starting point would be the use of the Kontsevich product [17] instead of the
Moyal product. In this case θµν is a tensor even in flat spacetime and satisfies the Jacobi
identities
θλµ∂λθ
νρ + θλν∂λθ
ρµ + θλρ∂λθ
µν = 0, (2.8)
which turns the Kontsevich product into an associative product. What is remarkable is
that besides respecting Poincare´ symmetry θµν is left invariant by the sympletic subgroup of
volume preserving diffeomorphisms for θµν satisfying (2.8). So the Kontsevich product also
allows a volume preserving diffeomorphism if θµν is form invariant. Even though providing
an alternative way to implement noncommutativity in flat spacetime its consequences in
quantum field theories are far less understood than in the Moyal case [18].
Using the Kontsevich product we no longer have the condition δθµν = 0 as in flat space-
time. The generalization to curved spacetime is straightforward since (2.8) is covariantized
as
θλµDλθ
νρ + θλνDλθ
ρµ + θλρDλθ
µν = 0. (2.9)
This condition now replaces (2.6) and we find no further condition on general diffeomor-
phisms. As in the flat spacetime case we can require that θµν is form invariant and we find
that volume preserving diffeomorphisms are allowed if use is made of (2.9).
III. COUPLING TO MATTER
We assume that the geometric quantities are unaffected by noncommutativity so that we
can define the Christoffel symbol, covariant derivatives, the Riemann tensor, and so on in
the usual way. Noncommutativity can appear as in flat spacetime, by replacing the ordinary
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product by a Moyal product where the ordinary derivatives have been replaced by covariant
ones. For two tensors Tµ1... and Sν1... we write formally
Tµ1...(x) ⋆ Sν1...(x) = e
i
2
θαβDα(x)Dβ(y)Tµ1...(x)Sν1...(y)|y=x. (3.1)
This is a formal definition because the covariant derivatives do not commute and we must
specify a precise ordering for second and higher order terms in an expansion in θ.
One of the main properties of the Moyal product in flat spacetime is associativity so we
would like to retain it in curved spacetime. Unfortunately we could not find any ordering
which makes the Moyal product in (3.1) associative. For instance, defining (3.1) up to second
order in θ as
T ⋆ S = TS +
i
2
θαβDαT DβS − 1
8
θα1β1θα2β2Dα1Dα2T Dβ1Dβ2S, (3.2)
(tensorial indices were omitted) we find that
(T ⋆ S) ⋆ U − T ⋆ (S ⋆ U) = −1
4
θα1β1θα2β2
(
−1
2
Dα1T Dα2S [Dβ1 , Dβ2]U
+
1
2
[Dβ1 , Dβ2]T Dα2S Dα1U +Dα1T [Dβ1, Dβ2]S Dα2U
)
. (3.3)
Even if we change the ordering in the quadratic term in θ in (3.2) we were not able to recover
associativity. For instance, if we take the symmetric part in α1α2 and also in β1β2 we still
get the same result (3.3). Other modifications of (3.2), like having terms with one derivative
in S and three derivatives in T, were also tried without success.
Another possibility would be to consider the Kontsevich product which in flat spacetime
is associative if (2.8) holds. In curved spacetime we generalize the Kontsevich product by
replacing ordinary derivatives by covariant ones and up to second order in θ we obtain
T ⋆ S = TS +
i
2
θαβDαT DβS − 1
8
θα1β1θα2β2Dα1Dα2T Dβ1Dβ2S −
− 1
12
θα1β1Dβ1θ
α2β2 (Dα1Dα2T Dβ2S +Dβ2T Dα1Dα2S) . (3.4)
An explicit calculation shows that if we use (2.9) one still gets (3.3) so the proposed extension
of the Kontsevich product to curved spacetime is no longer associative.
The origin of nonassociativity can be traced to string theory. When we consider D-branes
in curved backgrounds it is known that a nonassociative star product is needed [19]. There
is nothing wrong with nonassociative products. It just turns life more difficult. We have to
be extremely careful when writing products since the order now must be clearly specified.
In flat spacetime the Moyal product of two fields gives the ordinary product of them plus
total derivative terms. When writing an action, terms in θ can then be disregarded. In
curved spacetime this property no longer holds for the Moyal product (3.2). It gives a total
(covariant) derivative term plus θ contributions involving curvature terms. So when writing
an action which is quadratic in the fields the Moyal product gives non trivial contributions
involving θ. For instance, we can write the action for a scalar field as
S =
1
2
∫ √−gd4x [gµν∂µΦ ⋆ ∂νΦ−m2Φ ⋆ Φ] , (3.5)
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and expanding as in (3.2) to second order in θ we find
S =
1
2
∫ √−gd4x
[
gµν∂µΦ∂νΦ− 1
8
gµνθα1β1θα2β2Dα1Dα2∂µΦDβ1Dβ2∂νΦ
−m2ΦΦ + m
2
8
θα1β1θα2β2Dα1∂α2ΦDβ1∂β2Φ
]
. (3.6)
Notice that in flat spacetime the propagators receive no θ correction because the quadratic
terms in the action have no θ dependence. The noncommutative contribution appears ex-
clusively at the interaction vertices. In curved spacetime we find that the propagators are
now θ dependent and are modified by noncommutativity. This is in striking difference with
flat spacetime.
IV. NONCOMMUTATIVE GRAVITY
Since we are leaving the geometry untouched by noncommutativity the only way to study
its effect in a purely gravitational context is through the coupling to the geometric tensors.
Recall that θµν is a tensor but has no dynamics. It is constrained either to be covariantly
constant (2.6) or by (2.9). For simplicity we will consider the case where θµν is covariantly
constant and consider only the lowest order couplings in θµν . Then it couples to the scalar
curvature as θµνθµνR, to the Ricci tensor as θ
µνθν
λRµλ, and to the Riemann tensor as
θµνθαβRµνα
β (the coupling θµνθαβRµαν
β reduces to the former one). Since noncommutativity
is very small we can assume a perturbative scheme for θµν and look for corrections to general
relativity. If we consider only vacuum solutions of Einstein equations then the first two
couplings are not relevant and only the third one should be regarded.
Then we start with the Einstein-Hilbert action plus the noncommutative contribution
SNC =
1
16π
∫
d4x
√−g θµνθαβRµναβ. (4.1)
Notice that we need a dimensionfull coupling constant with dimension L−6 which can be
absorbed in θ, so that it has dimension L−1 instead of the usual dimension L2. There is also
a global sign which can not be absorbed in θ but which can be changed by θ2 → −θ2.
As discussed in section II, the introduction of a covariantly constant θµν reduces the
diffeomorphism transformations to a subgroup of volume preserving transformations. As
remarked in the introduction, gravity theories based on volume preserving transformations
are known as unimodular gravity theories [11]. Since Dµξ
µ = 0 for a volume preserving
transformation then the determinant of the metric, which transforms as a scalar density of
weight −2, is invariant so that det g is constant and usually taken to be minus one. Then
we have a theory with an absolute spacetime volume element, the modulus. Unimodular
gravity has many interesting properties. The cosmological constant appears as an integration
constant and the action has a finite polynomial form in the metric [20]. Since we can take
any solution of general relativity and go to a frame where det g = −1 there is no physical
difference between both gravity theories [11, 22]. In our case, the Einstein-Hilbert action
is invariant under general diffeomorphisms but SNC (4.1) is invariant under the restricted
class of volume preserving diffeomorphisms.
The equations of motion we obtain are then
1
G
(
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR
)
− 1
2
gµνθ
ρλθαβRρλα
β − 1
2
θαβθµγRαβν
γ − 1
2
θαβθνγRαβµ
γ = 0, (4.2)
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and since the Einstein tensor is covariantly conserved this implies that
3θαβθρσDαRµβρσ − 2θαβθρµDαRβρ = 0. (4.3)
As we will see, this last equation, together with (2.6), puts stringent constraints on the
components of θµν .
V. LINEARIZED NONCOMMUTATIVE GRAVITY
To study the effects of noncommutativity on the gravitational field we will consider the
linearized approximation and obtain corrections to the Newtonian potential. As usual we
expand the metric around flat spacetime, gµν = ηµν + hµν . The linearization of (4.2) gives
1
G
[2hµν + ∂µ∂νhρ
ρ − ∂ρ∂µhνρ − ∂ρ∂νhµρ − ηµν (2hρρ − ∂ρ∂σhρσ)] (5.1)
+ θαβθµγ (∂ν∂αhβ
γ − ∂γ∂αhβν) + θαβθνγ (∂µ∂αhβγ − ∂γ∂αhβµ) + 2ηµνθαβθρσ∂ρ∂αhβσ = 0,
while (2.6) yields
∂µθ
αβ +
1
2
(
∂µhλ
[α + ∂λhµ
[α − ∂[αhµλ
)
θλβ] = 0. (5.2)
In unimodular gravity we have det gµν = −1 which, at the linearized level, implies that hµν
is traceless. Then (5.1) gives
2hµν − ∂ρ∂µhνρ − ∂ρ∂νhµρ + ηµν∂ρ∂σhρσ = O(θ2), (5.3)
and contracting this equation with ηµν we get
∂µ∂νhµν = O(θ2), (5.4)
so that (5.3) reduces to
2hµν − ∂ρ∂µhνρ − ∂ρ∂νhµρ = O(θ2). (5.5)
The first step is to find the solution for the Newtonian potential in unimodular gravity.
We can either take the solution in Cartesian coordinates
gµν = ηµν + δµνh, h =
−2GM
r
, (5.6)
where r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2, and perform a coordinate transformation so that det gµν = −1, or
solve (5.4) and (5.5) directly with a vanishing rhs. The coordinate transformation is given
by
x′0 = x0, x′i =
(
1− h
2
)
xi. (5.7)
Anyway, we find that the Newtonian potential in Cartesian coordinates is given by
h00 = h, h0i = 0, hij = n
injh, (5.8)
where ni = xi/r is the radial unit vector. As required, hµν is traceless and satisfies ∂
µ∂νhµν =
0.
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Having (5.8) as a solution of (5.1) to order zero in θ and first order in GM we can now
solve (5.2) perturbatively in θ and GM . Then θµν must satisfy ∂µθ
αβ = 0, that is, θµν is
constant.
We can now find the θ dependent terms which contribute to gµν . We write gµν = ηµν +
hµν +hµν where hµν is given by (5.8) and hµν is of order θ
2 and traceless. We then find that
(5.3) reduces to
1
G
(
2hµν − ∂ρ∂µhνρ − ∂ρ∂νhµρ + ηµν∂ρ∂σhρσ
)
= (5.9)
−θαβθµγ (∂ν∂αhβγ − ∂γ∂αhβν)− θαβθνγ (∂µ∂αhβγ − ∂γ∂αhβµ)− 2ηµνθαβθρσ∂ρ∂αhβσ.
We have also to consider the equation coming from (4.3). Since it is second order in θ
there is no term with h and we get
3θαβθρσ∂ν∂ρ∂αhβσ + θ
αβθνγ (2∂αhβ
γ − ∂γ∂µ∂αhβµ) = 0. (5.10)
Using the field equation for hµν it reduces to
θαβθρσ∂ν∂ρ∂αhβσ = 0. (5.11)
For ν = 0 the equation is trivial while for ν 6= 0 (5.11) yields
θ0jθ0k∂i∂j∂kh00 + θ
jmθkn∂i∂j∂khmn = 0. (5.12)
Introducing the vector notation θ0i = θ˜i, θij = ǫijkθk, we find the solution of (5.12) to be
~˜θ = ±~θ. (5.13)
Then the time-space components of θµν are proportional to the space-space components.
This is to be contrasted with the situation of noncommutative quantum field theories in
flat spacetime. There the theories with time-space components have troubles with causal-
ity. This happens because there is no decoupling limit in string theory which generates a
background with a B-field which has different electric and magnetic components which are
perpendicular to each other [4]. In our case, the string theory background has a B-field with
electric and magnetic components which are parallel or antiparallel. In this case the same
happens, no decoupling limit does exist [21]. However, we are now in curved spacetime and
closed strings need no longer be decoupled.
We can then go back to (5.9) and solve it. We get
h00 = 3G~θ
2h−G(~n · ~θ)2h+ α~θ2h,
h0i = 0,
hij = Gδ
ij
(
~θ2 − (~n · ~θ)2
)
h +G
(
θinj + θjni
)
(~n · ~θ) h+ αninj~θ2h. (5.14)
The α dependent terms are proportional to the homogeneous solution (5.8) and can be
absorbed in it so we set α to zero. Then the noncommutative contribution to the metric at
the linearized level is
g00 = 1 +
(
1 + 3G~θ2 −G(~n · ~θ)2
)
h,
g0i = 0,
gij = −δij +
[
ninj +Gδij
(
~θ2 − (~n · ~θ)2
)
+G
(
θinj + θjni
)
~n · ~θ
]
h. (5.15)
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The effect of noncommutativity on a test particle can be seen by analyzing the geodesic
equation. As usual, the time component equation relates the particle proper-time τ with
the time x0 = t
dt
dτ
= 1− h00 − h00. (5.16)
Then disregarding terms quadratic in the velocity we read off the the potential from the
space components of the geodesic equation
d2xi
dt2
= −1
2
∂i
[
h+G
(
3~θ2 − (~n · ~θ)2
)
h
]
. (5.17)
The Newtonian potential has a noncommutative contribution proportional to ~θ2 which can
be regarded as giving rise to an effective Newton constant G(1 + 3
2
G~θ2). It can be larger or
smaller than G (recall that in the action (4.1) we can set θ2 → −θ2). The angular dependent
piece (~n · ~θ)2 also contributes to the potential. The force on a test particle is given by
d2xi
dt2
=
[
ni + 3G
(
~θ2 − (~n · ~θ)2
)
ni + 2G(~n · ~θ)θi
] h
2r
. (5.18)
Even though the term proportional to ~θ2 − (~n · ~θ)2 looks like a dipole the force still goes
like 1/r2 and is radial. This radial correction has a strength given by the effective Newton
constant discussed before. And the term proportional to ~θ produces in general a force off
the plane of the orbit and is also periodic for closed orbits. Notice that if ~θ is perpendicular
to the plane of the orbit then no periodic effect due to noncommutativity is seen. A better
treatment, which could be confronted which experimental data, would require to keep general
relativity corrections which were disregarded in this approximation.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown how we can generalize properties of the noncommutative parameter θµν
from flat spacetime to curved spacetime in the simplest way possible. It can regarded as a
covariantly constant tensor or as satisfying (2.9). In the case of a covariantly constant θµν
general diffeomorphisms reduce to volume preserving transformations which also preserve
θµν . This gives a natural explanation for this symmetry which was found in [12].
Simple extensions of the Moyal product or the Kontsevich product to curved spacetime
lead to nonassociative products. Maybe this is related to the findings of [13] where a structure
which can not be written in terms of the Moyal product was detected. This means that more
general deformations, may be along the lines of [23], must be considered.
Another interesting aspect is that the propagator in curved spacetime now depends on θ in
contradistinction with the flat spacetime case where propagators receive no noncommutative
contributions.
In the case of a covariantly constant θµν general relativity reduces to unimodular grav-
ity. In the linearized limit we found a constraint between the time-space and space-space
components of θµν . We then obtained the Newtonian potential in unimodular gravity and
its noncommutative correction. It still depends on 1/r but has an effective Newton con-
stant and an angular dependent piece. We have worked in the linearized approximation
and general relativity contributions should also be taken into account to be able to confront
with experiments. Cosmological corrections due to noncommutativity may also be relevant.
Studies in these directions are being developed.
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